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Abstract 

Small and medium scaled enterprises (SMEs) play an important role to the nation’s 

economy. Following the Asian Financial Crisis 1997-98, the Malaysian government 

started to strengthen the domestic economic activities rather than foreign investment 

dependency and international which are subject to volatilities. This fact entails efforts to 

foster the development of small-and-medium scale enterprises in order to make them as 

the national backbone for future growth. Considering the significance of SMEs to the 

national outlook, this humble paper attempts to provide a new development for SMEs 

financing and also a role of Islamic equity financing in more and more successful SMEs. 

The discussion is revolved on current development of financing to SMEs operators, 

modes and applicability of Islamic equity financing. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Small and Medium Enterprises play an important role to the Nation’s economy. In fact it 

is said as the backbone to the economic growth. After the financial crisis 1997 – 1998, 

government has started to give priority to strength the domestic economic activities rather 

than foreign trade and investment reliance which are subject to volatilities (Fong 2003).  

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) represents 99.2 % or 518,996 from the total of 

523,132 business enterprises in the agriculture, manufacturing and services sectors. 

Services sector mainly engaged in the retail, restaurant, wholesale, transportation, 

communication, and professional services businesses account for 86.5 % or 449,004, 

while in the manufacturing sector, mainly involved in the textile and apparel, metal and 

mineral products, and food and beverage industries represents 7.3 % or 37,866, the 

remaining 6.2% or 32,126 is contributed by agriculture sector; mostly in food crops, 

market produce and horticulture, and livestock (Bank Negara, 2005) 
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SMEs generated RM154 billion or 47.3% of value added and RM405 billion or 43.5 % of 

output in 2003. as many as 4,257 SMEs exported their goods and services totaling RM38 

billion in 2003 (Bank Negara,2005)  The report above implies that SMEs play a vital role 

to the Malaysian economy. They collectively enhance the level of socioeconomic in the 

rural areas, improve indigenous entrepreneurship skills and promote forward and 

backward industrial linkages.   

 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 

 

The recent report on Small and Medium Enterprise released by Central Bank of Malaysia 

(hereafter stated as Bank Negara Malaysia) states only 16% SMEs operators using 

financing facilities provided by financial institutions; both banking and development 

financial institutions. The main obstacle why SMEs operators getting hard in seeking 

financing from banks is due to the lack of collateral, a common problem with SMEs 

operators worldwide. Other reasons include poor business performance and insufficient 

information. Muhamad (2006) states that the main issue faced by the automotive industry 

in terms of financing is the accessibility to the funds rather than the availability of funds. 

This gives us a clear signal that SMEs operators at large are having difficulty in seeking 

funding from financial institutions especially banks.     

 

With several initiatives taken by government agencies in enhancing access to financing 

would hopefully bring a new avenue to SMEs operators, for example Bank Negara 

Malaysia has allocated RM 8.9 billion under its program so called Special funds
나

 for 

SMEs, the funds among others give financing to SMEs operators at a reasonable profit 

rate ( ranging rates between 3.75% to 5.00%). Other Initiatives which introduced by Bank 

Negara Malaysia in 2005 were: 

 

                                                 
나
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1. Establishment of  the SME Bank
다

 

2. Venture  capital for agriculture sector
라

 

3. New Trade Finance Products for SMEs
마

 

4. Financial Advisory Service 
바

 

 

This humble paper attempts to discuss the roles of Islamic Equity Financing and its 

instruments and the applicability of two widely quoted Islamic trading partnerships; 

namely Mudarabah and Musharakah in developing more and more successful SMEs 

 

ISLAMIC EQUITY FINANCING 

 

Islam encourages Muslims to participate in a partnership as it is a form of cooperation 

and collaboration between individuals. Moreover, it leads to more efficient and better use 

of resources (Al-Masri, 1999). Some individuals only have resources but they do not 

have the expertise or even the time to manage the resources. Hence, partnership projects 

are necessary to make use of the resources and put them in more productive and 

beneficial activities. With the combination of the resources and expertise, the resources 

would be used more efficiently and not left idle. Therefore, we can see that a number of 

partnership projects have been established and discussed in the area of Islamic 

jurisprudence. In general, partnership in Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) is of two types: 

holding and contract partnerships. A holding partnership refers to the joint ownership by 

two or more persons of an asset by ‘optional’ or ‘compulsory’ means of inheritance or 

wills or joint purchase or other circumstances. In the other hand, a contract partnership 

refers to a ‘joint commercial enterprise’ or mutual agreement by two or more persons to 

contribute to the capital of the partnership and share in its profit or loss. (AAOFI, 1998; 

Usmani, 2002). 

                                                 
다

 The SME Bank commenced its operations on 3
rd
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Bank Pembangunan and Infrastruktur Malaysia Berhad and Bank Industri & Teknologi Malaysia Berhad, 

to support the development of SMEs sector 
라

 RM 300 Million is allocated for this fund   
마

 Two products were introduced namely; The Multi currency Trade Finance (MCTF) and Indirect Exporter 
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바
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 Partnership projects for commercial purposes basically can be further divided into two 

major categories i.e. trading and agricultural partnerships, and can take place in several 

forms. The divisions can be illustrated by the following points (Al-Masri, 1999; Nyazee, 

2002) : 

 

1) Agricultural Partnerships (Al-Sharikat Al-Zira‘iyyah). This category has three 

forms: 

a. Muzara‘ah (Share-cropping): It is a type of agricultural partnership 

with land contributed by one party and work by another. The land is 

cultivated and the yield is shared between them. 

b. Musaqah (Share-watering): It is a type of agricultural partnership 

whereby the trees and land are contributed by one party and their care 

(watering) is undertaken by another with their fruit being divided 

between the parties. 

c. Mugharasah (Share-planting): It is a type of agricultural partnership 

where the land and plants are contributed by one party and the work of 

planting is provided by another party with a portion of plants being 

given to him. 

2) Trading Partnerships (Al-Sharikat Al-Tijariyyah). This type of partnership is 

different from the previous one as the partners share the profit, neither crops 

nor plants, between them. This can be further divided into two categories. 

This category has two forms: 

 

a. Mudarabah: It is a type of trading partnership in which capital is 

contributed by the capital provider (rabb al-mal) and labour from the 

entrepreneur (mudarib). The profit is shared between them. In case of 

loss, it is born by the capital provider. The entrepreneur only suffers 

from the fruitless efforts. 

b. Shirkah: It is a profit and loss sharing partnership and takes three 

major forms. 
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i. Shirkat al-Amwal: It is a partnership in which participation is 

based on the contribution of capital by all partners. 

ii. Shirkat al-Abdan: It is a partnership in which participation by 

the partners is based on labour or skill. 

iii. Shirkat al-Wujuh: It is a partnership based on the credit-

worthiness of the partners. The ratio of loss is based on the 

liability borne whereby the ratio of profit could be based on 

either the liability borne by each partner or mutual agreement 

between them. 

These three types of trading partnerships could be based on either 

‘inan or mufawadah partnership. 

 

A mufawadah partnership is based on wakalah (agency) and kafalah (surety) that entails 

full commitment from the partners. To achieve this purpose, all partners should maintain 

equality in capital, labour, liability and legal capacity. It declares each partner to be an 

agent of and surety for the other. In an ‘inan partnership, the equality of legal capacity 

and contribution by each partner is not necessary (Nyazee, 2002). See Figure 1 for 

illustration: 

 

Figure 1: Partnership in Islamic Jurisprudence 
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Based on Figure 1, there are several concepts of Islamic partnership that can be applied 

for the purpose of Islamic equity financing. However, due to the limitation of this chapter, 

we will only focus our discussion on the two widely quoted Islamic trading partnership 

i.e. Mudarabah and Musharakah.  

 

MUDARABAH AS A MODE OF SMEs DEVELOPMENT 

 

Mudarabah is the one of the widely quoted operating principles in Islamic finance for 

business joint venture. In classical fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) books, mudarabah is also 

named as qirad or muqaradah or muamalah. There are several translations and 

terminology for mudarabah used in English literatures such as trust financing, profit 

sharing, trustee profit sharing and sleeping partnership with profit sharing. 

 

Theoretically, the definition of Mudarabah is a contract in which a party provides capital 

to the other party who offers his labor with the hopes of getting profits which will be 

distributed among the parties according to the ratio agreed on between them in the 

contract. 

 

Classical mudarabah refers to a joint venture by two parties in business activities from 

the inception of the joint venture until the end when all the assets are liquidated (Usmani, 

n.d.). Today’s modern mudarabah is very much for the financing purpose where the 

financier (capital provider) will sell his portion of joint venture to the entrepreneur 

(mudarib) or third party. Mudarabah could be general or specific in nature. 

 

With regard to the application of mudarabah for SMEs development, specific/restricted 

mudarabah is more appropriate to take place as the conditions and stipulations laid down 

by the financier could safeguard their capital outlay. In Islamic jurisprudence discipline, 

the financier is termed as the sahib al-mal or rabb al-mal or muqarid (capital provider) as 

he is the party who provides a specific amount of capital to the SMEs. SMEs provide – 

acting as mudarib or ‘amil - entrepreneurship and management expertise for carrying out 
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the specified business venture, trade, industry or services. Profit will be divided between 

as pre-determined ratio.  

 

In today’s dynamic world, mudarabah can take place in various forms and it is flexible in 

nature. For example, the capital provider could place his representative in the company’s 

BOD (Board of Director) to monitor their investment and involve in the company’s 

decision making. In the other hand, the enterprise and its staff could claim wages (al-

ujrah) in advance prior to the finalized profit calculation. As trustee, the enterprise acts as 

an agent of business. It is assumed to act with prudence and in good faith. It is 

responsible for looses incurred due to his full negligence and breach of contract. It is also 

expected to employ and manage the capital in such manner as to generate optimum 

profits for the business without violating the value of Islam. 

 

In the case of loss (without negligence or misconduct), the financial loss will be incurred 

by the financier and the entrepreneur will suffer a fruitless effort. The enterprise will have 

a bad track record which would lead to bad reputation of the company. This is indeed a 

fair division of profit and loss. 

 

 

Figure 2: Division of Profit and Loss in Mudarabah Model 
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MUSHARAKAH AS A MODE OF SMEs DEVELOPMENT 

 

Musharakah is another potential model for SMEs development. Perhaps, it is more 

practicable and realistic compared to mudarabah where total financial capital is 

contributed by only one party. In musharakah model, both financier and SMEs contribute 

to the capital of the joint venture and participates in work. The relationship between the 

financier and SMEs in a contract of musharakah from the fiqh viewpoint is a partner-to-

partner relationship. 

 

In a real situation, the financier could contribute e.g. 90% of the total capital outlay while 

the rest is contributed by the enterprise. However, the enterprise may carry out 90% of 

the labor and management aspects in the joint venture. In other words, the financier 

contributes most of the financial capital while the enterprise contributes most of the 

human capital. 

 

According to Hanafis and Hanbalis, profit can be divided in proportion to capital 

contribution; or equally divided even the capital contributions are different; and 

unequally divided even the capital contributions are equal. However, Malikis and Shafi’is 

state that profit should be in proportionate to the size of capital contribution. In the case 

of loss (without negligence or misconduct), the scholars agree that the loss should be 

divided in proportion to their respective shares in the capital. This is based on principle of 

“Profit should according to what they (partners) stipulated, and the loss should be 

proportionate to both funds (AAOIFI, 1998). 

Figure 2: Division of Profit and Loss in Musharakah Model 
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Diminishing musharakah could be applied in a joint venture between the financier and 

SMEs. Based on the concept, the financier and enterprise will participate in the joint 

ownership of a commercial property or equipment, or in a joint commercial enterprise. 

The share of the financier will be divided into units and they will be sold to the enterprise 

gradually, thus increasing the enterprise’s own share until all the units are purchased by 

him. At the end of the contract, the entrepreneur will be the sole owner of the commercial 

property or equipment or commercial enterprise (Usmani, 2002). 

Figure 3: Diminishing Musharakah Model of a Joint Asset 
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Conventional equity financiers may include certain conditions and stipulations that are 

not Shariah-compliant in their financing scheme. Additionally, they may overlook certain 

Shariah criteria for decision making. The authors strongly believe that Islamic modes of 

equity financing could promote entrepreneurship as enterprises could obtain financial 

resources at the minimum price with less risk. However, these modes of financing require 

robust trust (amanah) and full of transparency between the parties involved.  
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